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EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI, FIRE, UNCLEAR & SNOW IN JAPAN 
  

Hello all! Here is the report and message from Hiro for you. 
Dear Biketrial Friends, 
  
Again, thanks for your kindness and thoughtfulness. Your mails 
wormed me and us so much. I learned that having friends is one 
of the most important things in our life from the bottom of my 
heart. Thank you all. I am Okay and now I am thinking about what 
I can do for the other as myself. 
  
There were some earthquakes (about M3) in north area last night. 
Some people died by cold and tired in the shelters. But the snow 
stopped today and I can see the sun shine. Many things are not 
settled yet but we have to have a hope for the future. I heard that 
France will send expert team of unclear to Japan. USA will 
support the energy for the motors to cool down the unclear 
generating stations. We are hoping to all though help work to 
finish the matter. Now over 140 countries offered help and that is 
the big thing.  
  
Medium from overseas got surprise and reported about there is 
no any loot in no any devastated areas. And no trash in the 
shelters. People all in line when they get the water or foods. I 
think they do not know the typical Japanese. I think all people are 
trying their very best. Stay cool and bear as much as they can 
even in the very hard situation. No cry. Great! Police and rescue 
people also lost their family but working to help people. They try 
to find their lost family after their hard work over. They are great.  
  
Actually I had been planning to organize my event in Kyoto 
(Kameoka cup 13/Winter & spring series round 3/final) on 
27/March. What a surprise is I already got over 60 entries 
(including 12 girls/36 kids) even in this situation. And I have 
decided to hold it as I planned. It will be the first big event after 
the big earthquake. I think it is necessary to provide joy to the 
people through the event. I will make charity raise fund as the 
Biketrial.  
  
So, Biketrial in Japan is not dead! The Biketrial mind works in the 
any situation. I see it, my friends. 



  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 

Here is the message from our Biiketrial friends for Hiro and Japanese Biketrial 
friends. Millions and millions thanks for your thought! I will do my max and 
work for Biketrial as usual. 

Dear Hiro and all Japanese friends, 
We all in Indonesia feel a deep sorrows and apprehensives about 
the earthquake, tsunami, and all caused by the catastrophe. It's 
very nice to received this email from you and also from my other 
friends in Japan one by one that they are all fine. But we are still 
worried because it's not over yet, especially the people who got 
the most impact and the nuclear power plant. Stay strong and 
keep move on! Indonesia and us is trying best to help in each 
way, contributing capital, volunteers mainly those fluent in 
Japanese (sorry we don't have much), etc. Japan Embassy here 
has also already open to receive assistance for sent there. Japan 
has really helped us a lot such as when Sumatera's big 
earthquake and tsunami, 9.3 SR on 26th December 2004 that we 
never could forget. Mr. Sakamoto just came here to join the 1st 
"Biketrial Indonesia Championship" on 6th March 2011. Luckily, 
he back to Japan only a day after the earthquake and tsunami so 
he was fine. Take care all of you there and keep in touch. 
Yosnison Maretsa 
Indonesia 
Dear Hiro 
Thanks for your information, we also concern about the 
earthquake from NHK and Shanghai TV every day. If the 
situation is going worse, Mr. Zhang and me will provide enough 
help for you and your family here and don't hesitate to contact us. 
Best Regards 
Jason 
Dear Hiro. 
Appeal to help Japan made public on  
http://www.biketrial.cz/biketrial/?q=pomocjaponsku 
  
In last gout everyone with stress following situation in Japan. 
Where after earthquake and destructive wool TSUNAMI more add 
peril in form atomic power-station. Each, who in several last 
years, also decennium, move in BIKETRIALU and roundabout 
serial mastery world and who gotten on works to Japan, those is 
definetely known name – HIROE NAGAY and hers COFFEE SHOP 
three caths. At hers last visitors here in Czech republic this year 
in February, we're yourself like a always foreground Good Luck 
and love to new year. It we're nobody unthought-of, what worth 
while couple for weeks. Luckily, also through big tragedy whole 
Nippon, is HIROE also all hers family in good order. Selves HIROE 
devote part his margin in COFFEE SHOPU on help handicapped 
catastrophe. Because we're with HIROE en rapport, call us, so 
that succour financial through the medium whole Nippon. Who 



came knows HIROE, knows, that is adherent with army salvation, 
which has of his branch store also in Czech republic. Therefore 
you I want after-beg by name HIROE also whole Nippon about 
financial help through the medium army salvation. Near 
information find on WEBU army salvation (www.armadaspasy.cz) 
or in literal newscast (here). 
Czech biketrial 
Hello Hiroshi  
- thank you for keeping us informed that you and your family are 
ok.  We check early each morning for your news.- our 
thoughts have been with you and your people since the 
earthquake and the following disasters.  It was a great relief when 
you sent your first news. We find it unbelievable what nature has 
put upon you and we hope that it will start being kind to 
you and your people soon.   
David Bradley 

Dear Hiro 
Yes, you are right you have all the difficulties that the nature can 
give us and our hopes, as you say, all the matters down the 
soonest possible Hiro among all this incridable moment that you 
are living and without knowing about what will happen with the 
problem of the nuclear generating station in Fukushima (still no 
under control) think that people are by you and your fellows Take 
in mind that if you decide to get out from all this, the Pi family 
invite you to come to Spain all the time necessary to shelter you 
and your family. Besides, in case that you needed some material 
to send you, please feel free to ask for it. Food, anything which 
you can need. Your decisions are to be order for us with pleasure  
Best Regards, 
Maria  
Dear Hiro, 
Every day we talk with Maria and Ot about you, your family, 
biketrial family and Japan problem and we don't know about the 
help we can do for you, Pls. ask us, Ok? If you and your family 
decide to flight to Spain (Esplugues) you are welcome, if you 
need money, etc. pls. ask us, Ok? We cry for Japan, Japan no 
deserves it, a strong embrace. Best wishes from: Artur, Joan and 
Josep Vilà and Jaume and Monty family.  
Pere Pi 
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